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ABSTRACT: Internal conversion (IC) between the two lowest singlet excited states, 11B+u
and 21A−g , of s-trans-butadiene and s-trans-hexatriene is investigated using a series of singleand multi- reference wave function and density functional theory (DFT) methodologies.
Three independent types of the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOMCC) theory
capable of providing an accurate and balanced description of one- as well as two-electron
transitions, abbreviated as δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3), DIP-EOMCC(4h2p){No}, and DEAEOMCC(4p2h){Nu} or DEA-EOMCC(3p1h,4p2h){Nu}, consistently predict that the
11B+u /21A−g crossing in both molecules occurs along the bond length alternation coordinate.
However, the analogous 11B+u and 21A−g potentials obtained with some multireference
approaches, such as CASSCF and MRCIS(D), as well as with the linear-response
formulation of time-dependent DFT (TDDFT), do not cross. Hence, caution needs to be
exercised when studying the low-lying singlet excited states of polyenes with conventional
multiconﬁgurational methods and TDDFT. The multistate many-body perturbation theory
methods, such as XMCQDPT2, do correctly reproduce the curve crossing. Among the
simplest and least expensive computational methodologies, the DFT approaches that incorporate the contributions of doubly excited
conﬁgurations, abbreviated as MRSF (mixed reference spin-ﬂip) TDDFT and SSR(4,4), accurately reproduce our best EOMCC
results. This is highly promising for nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulations in larger systems.

I

LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital), and it displays
pronounced ionic characteristics (see Figure 1d for the
example of butadiene). The 21A−g state1−3,17 is dominated by
the HOMO−1 → LUMO and HOMO → LUMO+1 oneelectron and HOMO2 → LUMO2 two-electron transitions,
and it is intrinsically a multiconﬁgurational state displaying
covalent characteristics.
Perhaps because of their distinctively diﬀerent characteristics, the relative ordering of the 11B+u and 21A−g states even at
the FC geometry has been a subject of debate for a long time
(see the Supporting Information for a compilation of
computational results). An even more challenging issue,
especially when the nonadiabatic molecular dynamics
(NAMD) simulations are involved, is the correct description
of the shapes of the excited-state PESs near the FC geometry
and along the BLA displacement coordinate. As will be
illustrated in the following, not all computational methods are
capable of recovering the correct PES shapes.

n linear all-trans polyenes, internal conversion (IC) between
the 11B+u (optically bright at the Franck−Condon (FC)
geometry) and the 21A−g (optically dark) states1−3 has long
been argued, by both experimenters and theoreticians,4−7 to
occur through a true (as opposed to avoided) crossing between
their potential energy surfaces (PESs), as shown in Figure 1a.
As the π → π* transition in the optically bright state (11B+u in
the C2h group) results in recoupling of the π-bonds along the
molecular backbone,8−12 the crossing is reached via vibrational
relaxation of the 11B+u state along the bond length alternation
(BLA) displacement mode.5,7,13
The 11B+u → 21A−g IC triggers a cascade of photophysical and
photochemical events, e.g., energy or charge transfer, photoisomerization, etc.,14−16 thus representing a pivotal step in
unproductive and productive deactivation of the photoexcited
polyenes. However, direct experimental observation of the IC
is hindered by its ultrafast (time scale ≈ 15−50 fs) nature.
Hence, theory can assist the experiment in identifying
signatures of the IC and establishing the crucial characteristics
of the crossing. For instance, the geometry at which the curve
crossing occurs is not yet known with precision. Fulﬁlling these
tasks requires computational methods capable of providing the
most accurate results.
One of the diﬃculties arising when describing the 11B+u and
the 21A−g states of polyenes is their radically diﬀerent nature.
The 11B+u state comprises a one-electron HOMO → LUMO
transition8−12 (HOMO, highest occupied molecular orbital;
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Figure 1. (a−c) Illustration of possible ordering of the potential energy surfaces of butadiene. (e) Lewis diagrams showing ionic characteristics of
the 11B+u state and covalent characteristics of the 21A−g state. (e) Frontier orbitals of butadiene.

conﬁguration interaction with single (MRCI-S) and double
(MRCI-SD) substitutions,22,23 as well as the CASPT2
method24 (CASSCF amended by the second-order manybody perturbation theory) will be addressed, as these methods
are often employed in connection with NAMD. The CASSCF
method includes the nondynamic electron correlation through
a complete multideterminantal expansion of the wave function
within a limited orbital subspace (forming the “active space”),
therefore neglecting the dynamic electron correlation contribution originating from excitations involving inactive
(“core”) and virtual orbitals. The latter is typically introduced
through a truncated CI expansion (as in MRCI-SD) or a
single-state low-order many-body perturbation theory (as in
CASPT2), which may be insuﬃcient to overcome a bias
toward the nondynamic correlation inherent in
CASSCF.7,18,19,25−27
Although there is a ﬁrm belief that the aforementioned
methods do produce accurate results, especially when excited
electronic states and PES crossings are involved, a number of
failures are also known.7,27−32 This motivates the current
activity in developing the improved multireference wave
function methodologies, especially the multistate methodologies, such as XMCQDPT2,33 XMS-CASPT2,34 and XDWCASPT2,35 which have been recently proposed and are being
actively developed.33−37
The other range of computational methods account for the
dynamic electron correlation before accounting for the
nondynamic one. For example, the coupled cluster (CC)
methods38,39 provide a very accurate account of the dynamic
electron correlation in the ground state before introducing the
nondynamic correlation in the excited states through the use of

As regards the theoretical description of the excited states of
polyenes, the relative stability of the ionic 11B+u state greatly
beneﬁts from the accurate inclusion of the dynamic electron
correlation.18,19 The covalent and multiconﬁgurational 21A−g
state is stabilized by the proper inclusion of the nondynamic
electron correlation, in particular, arising because of the
HOMO2 → LUMO2 double excitation. The most accurate
theoretical computations to date,18,19 which provide a balanced
and accurate account of both correlation eﬀects, predict that, at
the FC geometry, the ionic state is slightly more stable than the
covalent one, 11B+u < 21A−g . However, this type of computation
is not presently aﬀordable in connection with the NAMD
simulations, for which the selection of the proper computational methodology remains an unresolved issue.
Therefore, the ﬁrst purpose of this study is using the most
accurate computational methodologies currently available to
establish characteristics of the curve crossing, pivotal for the
11B+u → 21A−g IC in polyenes, exempliﬁed in this work by
butadiene and hexatriene. Simultaneously with that, the ability
of the computational methods, commonly used in the NAMD
simulations, to recover the correct characteristics, such as the
state ordering and the shapes, of the excited-state PESs will be
investigated. This should help to critically re-evaluate the
predictive ability of these methods and to establish the most
reliable computational protocols. For the sake of clarity, the
computational methods inspected here are divided into two
groups.
The ﬁrst group collects the methods nascent from the
multiconﬁgurational wave function methodology.20 In particular, the complete active space self-consistent ﬁeld (CASSCF)
method21 and its mutations in the form of the multireference
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Figure 2. 11B+u (red) and 21A−g (blue) energy proﬁles along the MEPs of trans-butadiene. Panel a shows the MEPs by EOMCCSD (dashed lines),
and δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) (ﬁlled circles). The BLA values at FC, 11B+u min, and 21A−g min are given in parentheses. Panel b shows the MEPs by DIPEOMCC(4h2p){3} (empty circles) and DEA-EOMCC(4h2p){3} (ﬁlled circles). The triangles represent vertical excitation of EOMCCSDT/CBS
from ref 18. Panel c shows the MEPs by XMS-CASPT2 (empty circles), XMCQDPT2 (ﬁlled circles), MRCISD+Q (empty triangles), SA-CASSCF
(ﬁlled triangles), and a single-state MP2 (MRMP2) (empty squares) with (4, 4) active space. Panel d shows the MEPs by MRSF/BH&HLYP
(empty circles), SSR(4,4)-wB97-X (ﬁlled circles), TDDFT/PBE0 (empty triangles), and TDDFT/B3LYP (ﬁlled triangles). All calculations were
done with cc-pVTZ.

the equation-of-motion (EOM) CC formalism.40,41 In density
functional theory (DFT), primarily the dynamic correlation is
accounted for by the (approximate) exchange−correlation
functional and the nondynamic correlation in the excited states
is (partly) introduced through the linear response (LR)
formalism, e.g., in the time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)
methodology.42−44
In contrast to the traditional LR-TDDFT, the mixedreference (MR) spin-ﬂip (SF) TDDFT method45,46 enables
the explicit inclusion of the doubly excited electronic
conﬁgurations (for example, HOMO2 → LUMO2) in the
description of the ground and excited electronic states47 while
eliminating the notorious spin-contamination48 of the conventional SF-TDDFT formalism.49,50 Methods based on ensemble
DFT51−54 (represented here by the SSR(4,4) method55,56)
include the dynamic correlation through the density functional
and the nondynamic correlation through the ensemble
representation, in both the ground and excited states.
In the following, the aforementioned computational
methods will be benchmarked against the three independent
types of the EOMCC theory capable of accurately describing
one- as well as two-electron transitions, such as those
dominating the 11B+u and 21A−g wave functions. The ﬁrst one
is the completely renormalized (CR) EOMCC method
abbreviated as δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3),57 in which one adds
robust noniterative triples corrections derived from the

biorthogonal moment expansions58,59 to the excitation
energies obtained with the EOMCC approach with singles
and doubles (EOMCCSD).41 The ability of the δ-CREOMCC(2,3) method to accurately characterize singly as
well as doubly excited states has been examined in a number of
studies (for example, see refs 60 and 61). Furthermore, δ-CREOMCC(2,3) is closely related to the older CR-EOMCCSD(T) methodology,62 which was used in successful studies of the
11B+u and 21A−g states of butadiene,18 potential curve crossings,63 and radiationless decay processes involving IC.64−66
The other two EOMCC methods are the state-of-the-art
approaches belonging to the double electron-attachment
(DEA) and double ionization potential (DIP) EOMCC
families, which have been developed to accurately describe
electronic spectra of diradical systems that can formally be
obtained by adding two electrons to (DEA) or removing two
electrons from (DIP) the parent closed-shell cores.67−78 The
DEA- and DIP-EOMCC approaches avoid the complexities of
genuine multireference CC theories79−81 while oﬀering several
advantages over the conventional particle-conserving EOMCC
treatments, such as spin and symmetry adaptation of the
calculated electronic states and the ability to accurately handle
complex low-spin manifolds in diradical species.
In this work, we use the highest levels of the DEA- and DIPEOMCC methodologies implemented to date. In the case of
DEA-EOMCC, they are the DEA-EOMCC(4p2h){Nu}
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approach75,76 (for butadiene) and its less expensive DEAEOMCC(3p1h,4p2h){Nu} counterpart77 (for hexatriene).
Both of these approaches use active orbitals, on top of the
CCSD treatment82 of the parent (N − 2)-electron closed-shell
cores, to select the dominant 4-particle−2-hole excitations.
The DEA-EOMCC(3p1h,4p2h){Nu} method uses active
orbitals to select the dominant 3-particle−1-hole contributions
as well. In the case of DIP-EOMCC, we employ the DIPEOMCC(4h2p){No} approach,75,76 which uses CCSD to
describe the parent (N + 2)-electron closed-shell core and
active orbitals to select the dominant 4-hole−2-particle
excitations. The Nu (No) symbol used in the above acronyms
is the number of active orbitals unoccupied (occupied) in the
parent (N − 2)- or (N + 2)-electron closed-shell core, which
we set at 3 for butadiene and 4 for hexatriene.
We used the DEA-EOMCC(4p2h){Nu}, DEA-EOMCC(3p1h,4p2h){Nu}, and DIP-EOMCC(4h2p){No} levels, because we established in our earlier work that 4-particle−2-hole
(DEA) and 4-hole−2-particle (DIP) correlations on top of
CCSD become important when dealing with multireference
singlet states of the type of the 21A−g states of butadiene and
hexatriene considered in this study, which have signiﬁcant
HOMO2 → LUMO2 contributions.75−77,83,84 For example, the
vertical excitation energy characterizing the 21A−g state of
butadiene at the FC geometry obtained in the DEAEOMCC(4p2h){3} calculations reported in this work, which
include 4-particle−2-hole contributions, is lower than the
corresponding DEA-EOMCC(3p1h) result, in which 4particle−2-hole excitations are neglected, by almost 0.5 eV.
The analogous diﬀerence between the DIP-EOMCC(4h2p)
{3} and DIP-EOMCC(3h1p) results is almost −0.4 eV. In the
case of the 11B+u state, the 4-particle−2-hole and 4-hole−2particle eﬀects, measured in a similar way, are much smaller (in
absolute value, less than 0.1 eV). At the same time, the
diﬀerences between the DEA-EOMCC(4p2h){3} and DIPEOMCC(4h2p){3} results, which are two entirely diﬀerent
and independent ways of performing calculations for
butadiene, are 0.1 eV or less for the 21A−g and 11B+u states,
which implies that we can consider the DEA- and DIPEOMCC calculations reported in this study as reasonably wellconverged with the relevant many-electron correlation eﬀects.
Similar remarks apply to hexatriene.
As in all other calculations reported in this study, we used
the spherical cc-pVTZ basis set85 and froze the lowest core
orbitals correlating with 1s shells of the carbon atoms in the
post-SCF steps. All of our EOMCCSD and δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) calculations were performed with the eﬃcient
implementation of these approaches based on the routines
developed in refs 58, 59, 62, and 86 available in GAMESS.87,88
In the case of the DEA- and DIP-EOMCC approaches, we
used the codes developed in refs 75 and 84.
The two excited states, 11B+u and 21A−g , belong to diﬀerent
irreducible representations in the C2h group, and their crossing
is symmetry-allowed. Hence, the employed EOMCC methods
do not produce any artifacts at the crossing point between the
states, provided that the molecular symmetry remains
unchanged.89 The equilibrium geometries of butadiene in the
ground S0 (11A−g ) and excited S1 (11B+u ) and S2 (21A−g ) states
were optimized using the CCSD/EOMCCSD.
The S0 equilibrium geometry occurs at the BLA value of
0.13 Å. The BLA coordinate is deﬁned as the diﬀerence
between the average length of single bonds and the average
length of double bonds. As expected from the analysis in
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Figure 1d, the 11B+u minimum occurs at a near zero BLA
(−0.01 Å), which indicates equalization of the lengths of the
double and single bonds (see dashed line in Figure 2a). The
21A−g minimum is further removed from the FC geometry and
occurs at the BLA value of −0.06 Å; that is, the former single
bond is shorter than the former double bonds, in accord with
the Lewis diagram in Figure 1d, which shows that, in this state,
a double bond is formed between the two central carbon
atoms.
Using the geometries of the S0, S1, and S2 minima, a path FC
+
−
→ 1 1 B u,min
→ 2 1 A g,min
was set up by the geodesic
90
interpolation. The planarity of the intermediate geometries
was preserved when constructing the path. The energies of the
three lowest singlet states of butadiene, i.e., the 11A−g , the 11B+u ,
and the 21A−g states, were calculated along the path using a
series of single-reference and multireference quantum chemical
methods. The EOMCCSD curves are shown by dashed lines in
Figure 2a. Crossing between the 11B+u and 21A−g occurs at the
BLA = −0.11 Å, which is likely to be caused by a relatively
wide gap (0.93 eV) between the two states at the FC geometry.
The position of the crossing point is signiﬁcantly shifted to
BLA = −0.029 Å with the use of the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3)
method, shown by the solid lines with ﬁlled circles in Figure
2a. In addition, both the 11B+u and 21A−g curves are shifted
down, with the latter being more strongly stabilized. The
results of the DIP-EOMCC(4h2p){3} as well as DEAEOMCC(4p2h){3} calculations are presented in Figure 2b,
where the position of the crossing point (BLA = 0.018 and
0.057 Å, respectively) is further shifted toward FC. Now at the
FC geometry (BLA = 0.13 Å), the 21A−g −11B+u gap is very close
to the theoretical best estimate (TBE) values (ﬁlled triangles)
reported by Watson and Chan.18 For the rest of the discussion,
the results of the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) method will be selected
as the reference.
To provide consistent results of the multireference
computations, the states belonging to diﬀerent irreducible
representations were calculated separately. When setting up
the SA-CASSCF calculations, two states of the B+u and A−g
symmetry were included into the state averaging and were
subsequently used in multistate (MS) perturbational calculations. For example, the XMCQDPT2 computations of the
11B+u and 21B+u states employed SA-CASSCF over the same set
of the 11B+u and 21B+u states. This strategy turned out to be
especially important in the case of hexatriene. The active space
spans the valence π space.
The SA-CASSCF(4,4) method strongly underestimates (by
ca. 2 eV) the stability of the ionic 11B+u state (see the solid lines
with ﬁlled triangles in Figure 2c). This appears to be a wellknown deﬁciency of the CASSCF methodology, which misses
the contribution of the dynamic correlation.19 For example, the
absence of the curve crossing responsible for the 11B+u ↔ 21A−g
IC had prompted Levine and Martı ́nez7 to truncate the (4,4)
active space by excluding the LUMO+1 orbital. Although the
crossing was recovered, this was achieved by eliminating an
important orbital transition from the 21A−g state, an ad hoc
manipulation of the CASSCF active space that does not
represent a general or desirable solution.
The inclusion of the dynamic correlation in the
XMCQDPT2 method (ﬁlled circles) in Figure 2c, however,
has a dramatic eﬀect not only on the state ordering, which now
becomes the same as the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3), but also on the
shapes of the potential curves. Thus, XMCQDPT2 predicts the
11B+u /21A−g crossing at BLA = −0.011 Å, shifted slightly toward
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Figure 3. 11B+u (red) and 21A−g (blue) energy proﬁles the MEPs of trans-hexatriene. Panel a shows the MEPs by EOMCCSD (dashed lines), and δCR-EOMCC(2,3) (ﬁlled circles). The BLA values at FC, 11B+u min, and 21A−g min are given in parentheses. Panel b shows the MEPs by DIPEOMCC(4h2p){4} (empty circles) and DEA-EOMCC(3p1h,4p2h){4} (ﬁlled circles). Panel c shows the MEPs XMS-CASPT2 (empty circles),
XMCQDPT2 (ﬁlled circles), MRCISD+Q (empty triangles), SA-CASSCF (ﬁlled triangle), and a single-state MP2 (MRMP2) (ﬁlled squares) with
(6,6) active space. Panel d shows the MEPs by MRSF/BH&HLYP(empty circles), TDDFT/PBE0 (empty triangles), and TDDFT/B3LYP (ﬁlled
triangles). All calculations were done with cc-pVTZ.

FC as compared to the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) method (−0.029).
The 11B+u curve by XMS-CASPT2 (empty circles) is stabilized
by ca. 0.3 eV as compared to XMCQDPT2, and the crossing
occurs at BLA = −0.05 Å.
The single-state perturbation calculation (MRMP2) yields
11B+u destabilized by ca. 0.18−0.48 eV as compared to the other
MS PT calculations (empty squares) in Figure 2c. Although
the MRCISD+Q method (empty triangles) recovers a large
fraction of dynamic correlation, e.g., the 11B+u state energy is
lowered by ca. 1.5 eV compared to CASSCF, it is insuﬃcient,
as the 11B+u state is still located above the 21A−g state, even at
the FC geometry. However, the gap between the two states
obtained using MRCISD+Q nearly vanishes at the FC
geometry, whereas the MRCISD method (without the sizeconsistency correction) yields a gap ca. 0.5 eV wide (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information). Hence, the size-consistency
(+Q) correction improves the description of the excited states
by MRCISD.
It is noteworthy that the relative energy of the 21A−g state
obtained by the multireference methods remains nearly the
same, which indicates that its energy is largely determined, as
anticipated above, by the diﬀerential (between the ground and
the excited state) eﬀect of the nondynamic correlation
accurately recovered by all the multireference methods. In
the multireference description, it is the energy of the 11B+u state
that is the most sensitive to the dynamic correlation. In this

regard, both XMCQDPT2 and XMS-CASPT2 seem to provide
a balanced account of the diﬀerential dynamic correlation, as
conﬁrmed by comparison with the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) curves.
Turning to the density functional methods, the LR-TDDFT
calculations with the PBE0 and the B3LYP functionals (empty
and ﬁlled triangles, respectively) in Figure 2d produce the
correct 11B+u < 21A−g state ordering at the FC geometry;
however, they yield a much too wide (ca. 1.11−1.25 eV)
energy gap between the states (the gap widening is exacerbated
(ca. 2 eV) by the use of a double hybrid functional, B2PLYP;
see Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). Indeed, Shu and
Truhlar91 argued that the 11B+u and 21A−g states of butadiene
should be well-described by LR-TDDFT, as the contributions
of the doubly excited conﬁgurations are implicitly captured by
the density functionals. However, Grimme and Parac92 as well
as Richard and Herbert93 reported that LR-TDDFT predicts a
much too low relative energy of the ionic 11B+u state with
respect to its covalent (and multiconﬁgurational) 21Ag−
counterpart. This follows from an insuﬃcient stabilization of
the 21A−g state due to the missing explicit contribution of the
doubly excited conﬁgurations in the LR-TDDFT formalism.
As a consequence, no crossing occurs between the 11B+u and
the 21A−g curves produced by LR-TDDFT, which contradicts
the results of the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) (as well as the
XMCQDPT2 and XMS-CASPT2) calculations. Despite its
inability to produce the correct topology of the S1/S0 conical
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intersections,94,95 LR-TDDFT remains a popular choice for the
NAMD simulations of the excited state decay; the failure to
correctly describe the shape of the PESs of the lowest excited
states of polyenes sounds a warning for its application for
describing the excited-state dynamics.
It is noteworthy that the explicit inclusion of the doubly
excited conﬁgurations, either at the level of response theory
(the MRSF-TDDFT method) or at the level of self-consistent
ﬁeld theory (the SSR(4,4) method), produces the correct
ordering and shapes of the curves of the 11B+u and the 21A−g
states (see the solid lines with empty and ﬁlled circles in Figure
2d). The positions of the crossing points yielded by MRSFTDDFT and SSR(4,4) (BLA = −0.040 and −0.065,
respectively) are consistent with the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3), the
XMCQDPT2, and the XMS-CASPT2 results (BLA = −0.011
to −0.05). Hence, the system-speciﬁc (i.e., explicit) coverage of
the nondynamic correlation arising because of double
excitations oﬀers considerable beneﬁts as compared to the
nonspeciﬁc (i.e., implicit) coverage through the density
functional alone.
As in the case of butadiene, the equilibrium geometries of
hexatriene in the ground S0 (11A−g ) and excited S1 (11B+u ) and
S2 (21A−g ) states were optimized using the CCSD/EOMCCSD
method. The planar minima (C2h point group) on the S0
(11A−g ), the S1 (11B+u ), and the S2 (21A−g ) curves occur at the
BLA values of 0.12 Å, 0.02 Å, and −0.05 Å, respectively. The
interpolation path was built in exactly the same way as for
butadiene and the EOMCCSD method produces a crossing
between the ionic 11B+u and the covalent 21A−g states at BLA =
−0.15, see the dashed lines in Figure 3a.
Similar to the case of butadiene, the crossing between the δCR-EOMCC(2,3) curves (the solid lines in Figure 3a) shifts to
BLA = −0.032. Existence of the crossing is also conﬁrmed by
DIP-EOMCC(4h2p){4} as well as DEA-EOMCC(3p1h,4p2h)
{4} in Figure 2b, where the position of the crossing point
(BLA = 0.070 and 0.091 Å, respectively) is shifted a bit farther
toward FC. As in butadiene, the curves of δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3)
are used as the reference.
While the SA-CASSCF(6,6) method in Figure 3c (ﬁlled
triangles) strongly (by ca. 1.16 eV) underestimates the stability
of the ionic 11B+u state with respect to the covalent 21A−g state,
as in the case of butadiene, both XMCQDPT2 (ﬁlled circles)
and XMS-CASPT2 (empty circles) signiﬁcantly stabilize the
ionic 11B+u state by ∼2 eV, which brings it below 21A−g at FC,
producing the crossing at BLA of 0.00−0.02 Å. Both methods
slightly stabilize 21A−g by ca. 0.75 eV (compared to CASSCF)
and, similar to the case of butadiene, yield nearly identical
curves.
It is noteworthy that the proper ordering at FC cannot be
recovered by a single-state perturbation methodology
(MRMP2, the lines with ﬁlled squares), as this method does
not suﬃciently stabilize the 11B+u state, which is most likely
caused by mixing with the Rydberg states. However, the proper
state ordering can be recovered with an alternative choice of
the active space (e.g., (8,8) active space) and the basis set (e.g.,
ANO basis set) in the single-state CASPT2 calculation96−98
(see Table S2). Nonetheless, the two-state (11B+u and 21B+u )
perturbation treatment properly decouples the Rydberg states,
thus making the results consistent with the EOMCC theory.
The necessity to correctly select the reference wave function
for the multistate perturbation theory can be illustrated by
Figure S2b, which shows that XMCQDPT2 based on SACASSCF with only the 11A−g and 21A−g states included in state
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averaging produces curves of the 11Bu+ and 21Bu+ states
displaying an unexpected curvature near FC. Similar to the
case of butadiene, MRCISD+Q (empty triangles) cannot
recover the correct state ordering at the FC geometry; the 11B+u
remains above the 21A−g state (see Figure S1 for comparison
between MRCISD and MRCISD+Q).
The LR-TDDFT method (empty and ﬁlled triangles) in
Figure 3d displays the same trends as for butadiene. Although
the LR-TDDFT method in connection with the PBE0 and
B3LYP functionals yields the correct excited-state ordering at
the FC geometry, the shape of the excited-state curves strongly
deviates from the correct shape (as given by the δ-CREOMCC(2,3) method) and no 11Bu+/21Ag− crossing is
produced by LR-TDDFT.
Regarding the multireference DFT methods, only the
MRSF-TDDFT calculations are feasible for hexatriene as the
SSR(6,6) method is not yet implemented. Again, the MRSFTDDFT calculations successfully recover the correct ordering
of the excited states as well as the shape and the position of the
crossing between the 11B+u and the 21A−g states (BLA = −0.035)
(see the line with empty circles in Figure 3d). This emphasizes
again the importance of proper description of the nondynamic
correlation eﬀects (as given by the explicit contributions of the
doubly excited conﬁgurations) even at the level of density
functional calculations with the approximate XC functionals.
These results do not support a hypothesis that the nondynamic
correlation can be successfully taken over by the approximate
XC functionals.91
To summarize, as a result of distinctly diﬀerent state
characters, the correct description of the 11B+u /21A−g conical
intersection of s-trans-butadiene and s-trans-hexatriene
despite their deceptively simple molecular structurerequires
a balanced account of the dynamic and the nondynamic
correlation eﬀects. Using the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) as well as
the DIP-EOMCC and DEA-EOMCC calculations, the 11B+u <
21A−g state (C2h symmetry) ordering at the FC geometry and
the existence of the planar 11B+u /21A−g curve crossing at the
BLA ≈ −0.029 ∼ −0.032 Å (δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3)) were
established. The occurrence of the curve crossing at the planar
geometry accessible by a very fast BLA distortion implies a
possibility for an ultrafast (ca. 15−30 fs) internal conversion
between the optically bright 11B+u and the optically dark 21A−g
states, which seems to be conﬁrmed by the experimental
observations.99−103
Not all the computational methodologies studied in this
work were successful in recovering the correct state ordering
and the correct shape of the curves of the 11B+u and the 21A−g
states. Thus, because of the absent or insuﬃcient account of
the dynamic correlation, the CASSCF and the MRCISD
methods failed to produce the correct ordering and to yield a
crossing between the states along the BLA path. The popular
LR-TDDFT methodology, despite recovering the correct state
ordering at the FC geometry, failed to describe the shape of the
potential energy curves and to yield the state crossing. This
occurred because of an insuﬃcient inclusion of the nondynamic correlation, which for LR-TDDFT is available only
through the approximate XC functional and not through
explicit inclusion of the doubly excited conﬁgurations.
The methods which provide a balanced description of the
dynamic and the nondynamic correlation eﬀects were generally
successful in recovering the correct state ordering and the
shape of the potential energy curves. Thus, with the proper
choice of the SA-CASSCF active space and state averaging
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procedure, the XMCQDPT2 and XMS-CASPT2 methods
successfully described the ordering and the shapes of the
excited-state curves. However, they display an enhanced
sensitivity to the choice of the proper active space.
It is noteworthy that, with the explicit inclusion of the
doubly excited electronic conﬁgurations to account for
multireference eﬀects, the MRSF-TDDFT and SSR methods
were able to successfully recover the correct state ordering and
the shapes of the excited-state curves. This demonstrates the
advantages of the system-speciﬁc account of the nondynamic
correlation in these methods, as opposed to the nonspeciﬁc
account available in the standard DFT/TDDFT formalism
through the approximate density functional only. Hence, these
methods represent a viable, low-cost alternative to the high
level quantum chemical calculations, especially when running
computationally intensive NAMD simulations.
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